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[1] We analyze horizontal transport from midlatitudes into the tropics (in-mixing) and
its impact on seasonal variations of ozone, carbon monoxide and water vapor in the Tropical
Tropopause Layer (TTL). For this purpose, we use three-dimensional backward trajectories,
driven by ECMWF ERA-Interim winds, and a conceptual one-dimensional model of the
chemical composition of the TTL. We find that the fraction of in-mixed midlatitude air
shows an annual cycle with maximum during NH summer, resulting from the superposition
of two inversely phased annual cycles for in-mixing from the NH and SH, respectively.
In-mixing is driven by the monsoonal upper-level anticyclonic circulations. This circulation
pattern is dominated by the Southeast Asian summer monsoon and, correspondingly,
in-mixing shows an annual cycle. The impact of in-mixing on TTL mixing ratios depends
on the in-mixed fraction of midlatitude air and on the meridional gradient of the particular
species. For CO the meridional gradient and consequently the effect of in-mixing is
weak. For water vapor, in-mixing effects are negligible. For ozone, the meridional gradient
is large and the contribution of in-mixing to the ozone maximum during NH summer is
about 50%. This in-mixing contribution is not sensitive to the tropical ascent velocity, which
is about 40% too fast in ERA-Interim. As photochemically produced ozone in the TTL
shows no distinct summer maximum, the ozone annual anomaly in the upper TTL turns out
to be mainly forced by in-mixing of ozone-rich extratropical air during NH summer.
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Res., 117, D09303, doi:10.1029/2011JD017267.
1. Introduction
[2] The mixing ratios of several trace gas species show
distinct seasonal variations in the Tropical Tropopause Layer
TTL [see Fueglistaler et al., 2009a]. The trace gas compo-
sition of the TTL, in turn, crucially affects the global radia-
tion budget [Forster and Shine, 1999; Solomon et al., 2010].
Through their influence on temperatures, trace gas mixing
ratios in the TTL have an impact on stratospheric water vapor
and chemistry, with implications for global radiation. Con-
sequently, for understanding the changing climate system,
it is important to understand the processes controlling the
TTL tracer composition. Of particular interest here are
those processes involved in the forcing of the seasonality of
different species.
[3] Annual cycles are evident in the concentrations of
water vapor [Mote et al., 1995], ozone [Thompson et al., 2003;
Folkins et al., 2006; Randel et al., 2007] and carbon monoxide
[Schoeberl et al., 2006; Folkins et al., 2006; Randel et al.,
2010], with the maximum mixing ratios occurring during
Northern hemisphere (NH) summer for water vapor and
ozone, and during NH winter for carbon monoxide (here and
throughout the paper, seasons are defined with respect to the
NH). An irregular cycle is found in the concentrations of
HCN [Pumphrey et al., 2008; Randel et al., 2010; Pommrich
et al., 2010]. The different seasonal variations in the TTL
potentially propagate upwards into the stratosphere with the
upwelling branch of the stratospheric Brewer-Dobson circu-
lation, creating so-called ‘tape recorder’ signals [Mote et al.,
1996].
[4] Transport between the extratropics and the tropics is
suppressed due to the subtropical jets, acting as strong
transport barriers. However, observations show that the
barrier is to some degree permeable [e.g., Tuck et al., 1997;
Avallone and Prather, 1997; Marcy et al., 2007]. Weak
horizontal (isentropic) transport, both advective and diffu-
sive, occurs in both directions, out of the tropics and from
the extratropics into the tropics (termed in-mixing, in the
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following), with the fraction of midlatitude air in the upper
TTL (at about 400 K potential temperature) of around 6%
during March/April and October/November [Volk et al.,
1996].
[5] Dunkerton [1995] and Chen [1995] already proposed
that exchange between the extratropics and tropics is mainly
caused by the monsoon systems, in particular the Asian
monsoon during NH summer, comprising large anticyclones
in the upper troposphere and lower stratosphere UTLS
[cf. also Randel and Park, 2006]. Haynes and Shuckburgh
[2000] showed that, indeed, the transport barrier between
the extratropics and tropics weakens during NH summer.
In a recent study, Ray et al. [2010] emphasized the role of
horizontal in-mixing into the tropics for understanding the
trends of stratospheric mean age of air and ozone.
[6] However, the forcing mechanisms controlling the trace
gas seasonality in the TTL are usually analyzed from a
perspective assuming the tropics being isolated against
exchange with the extratropics [cf., e.g., Schoeberl et al.,
2008]. For water vapor, this one-dimensional tropical per-
spective is expected to work rather well, as the variations in
mixing ratios are mainly related to the annual variation in
tropical tropopause temperatures [Holton and Gettelman,
2001; Fueglistaler and Haynes, 2005; Schiller et al., 2009].
Exchange with the extratropics turns out to be essential for
dilution of water vapor tape recorder extrema in the lower
stratosphere [Mote et al., 1998], but seems of second order
importance for causing the seasonality in the TTL.
[7] The processes which force the seasonality of ozone and
carbon monoxide in the tropics are currently debated. For
carbon monoxide, Schoeberl et al. [2006] related the annual
cycle in the TTL to the seasonality of tropospheric sources.
On the other hand, Randel et al. [2007] emphasized the major
role of the annual cycle of tropical Brewer-Dobson circula-
tion upwelling acting on the CO background gradient, with
slowest upwelling during NH summer causing less upward
transport of CO and lower mixing ratios in the TTL, com-
pared to NH winter.
[8] Also the annual cycle of ozone in the upper TTL, with
its maximum during NH summer, was recently explained
from different points of view. Using a tropical perspective,
Folkins et al. [2006] discussed the coupling between vertical
circulation and convective outflow, and Randel et al. [2007]
related the summer maximum in tropical ozone mixing ratios
to the seasonality of upwelling acting on the ozone back-
ground gradient. In these analyses a complete isolation of the
tropics from the extratropics was assumed. Konopka et al.
[2009, 2010], on the other hand, proposed that there is a
seasonality in horizontal transport of ozone-rich extratropical
air into the tropics that contributes substantially to the sea-
sonality observed in the TTL.
[9] In this work, we aim to systematically analyze the link
between horizontal in-mixing into the tropics and the sea-
sonality of trace gas mixing ratios in the TTL. We disentan-
gle the effects of the seasonality of tropical upward transport,
with slowest ascent causing longest transit times into the TTL
during NH summer, and of horizontal in-mixing on the sea-
sonality of the TTL composition. Therefore, we use three-
dimensional (3D) backward trajectories and a conceptual
one-dimensional (1D) tropical model of chemical tracers.
The main goals are (i) to investigate the seasonality of
in-mixing into the TTL and its forcing mechanism, and (ii) to
analyze the impact of in-mixing on the seasonality of water
vapor, ozone and carbon monoxide in the TTL. We further
discuss how much of the tropical ozone mixing ratio and its
annual amplitude can be attributed to in-mixing.
[10] Our analysis closely follows the study of Konopka
et al. [2009]. The main novelties are the explicit inclusion
of horizontal in-mixing, whereas Konopka et al. [2009]
simply argued for in-mixing which was not included in
their analysis to close the ozone budget, the inclusion of
further tracers (H2O and CO) and a thorough treatment of
the sensitivities of the results. Throughout this work, we use
potential temperature as the vertical coordinate, because
Konopka et al. [2009] showed that on constant pressure
surfaces the annual ozone cycle appears considerably larger
due to the relative movement of pressure and potential tem-
perature surfaces.
[11] In section 2 the back trajectory method is introduced.
Section 3 presents the results, concerning the impact of
in-mixing on the TTL tracer seasonality. Section 4 shows a
sensitivity analysis with respect to the strength of tropical
upwelling. We summarize and conclude in section 5.
2. Backtrajectory Method
[12] To separate the effect of horizontal in-mixing from the
effect of vertical upwelling on the seasonality of the TTL
tracer composition, we reconstruct mean TTL mixing ratios
using 3D back trajectories. For this purpose, five-month
diabatic [e.g., Schoeberl et al., 2003] back trajectories are
started on a 2  2 latitude-longitude grid on the 370, 380,
390, 400, 410, 420, 430, 440, 450 K isentropes between
30S–30N latitude, on the 15th of each month for the years
2004–2005. For the trajectory calculation we use the CLaMS
trajectory module [McKenna et al., 2002] and meteorological
fields from the European Centre for Medium-range Weather
Forecasts (ECMWF) ERA-Interim reanalysis [Simmons
et al., 2006; Uppala et al., 2008]. The trajectories are cal-
culated using potential temperature q as the vertical coordi-
nate, with the (diabatic) vertical velocity deduced from the
forecast total diabatic heating rate [cf. Fueglistaler et al.,
2009b; Ploeger et al., 2010].
[13] The back trajectories are initialized at their end points
(earliest date, five months before launch) with water vapor,
and at the first time when they reach below 360 K with ozone
and carbon monoxide mixing ratios from Microwave Limb
Sounder (MLS) observations. For the initialization, a latitude-,
longitude- and potential temperature dependent monthly
mean climatology for the period 2004–2005 is used. Along
each trajectory, the water vapor mixing ratio is calculated
assuming freeze-drying at 130% relative humidity (yielding
best agreement with observations) and instantaneous dehy-
dration [e.g., Fueglistaler et al., 2004; James et al., 2008].
The ozone calculation is based on production due to oxygen
photolysis and HOX-induced chemical loss, as discussed by
Ploeger et al. [2011]. The carbon monoxide calculation is
based on chemical loss due to the presence of OH [Pommrich
et al., 2011]. The lower model boundary 360 K for ozone and
CO is chosen to avoid modeling tropospheric chemistry.
[14] We separate the effects of horizontal in-mixing from
the Northern/Southern hemispheres (NH/SH) and tropical
upwelling on mean mixing ratios in the TTL (mean value
between 20S–20N equivalent latitude, in the following), by
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dividing the ensemble of back trajectories initialized in this
equivalent latitude range into three subensembles. The NH
and SH in-mixed sub ensembles are defined as those trajec-
tories which travel through regions polewards 50 equiva-
lent latitude for at least five days. The remainder defines the
tropical sub ensemble. This particular choice for the bound-
ary between tropics and extratropics is motivated by the
effective diffusivity analysis of Haynes and Shuckburgh
[2000], who argue that the tropopause during NH sum-
mer is located around 50 equivalent latitude (at about
350 K). Hence, selecting a threshold latitude of 50 is a
conservative limit, and trajectories defined as in-mixed are
very likely of midlatitude origin, representing extratropical
air masses. Note that defining the in-mixed ensembles as
those back trajectories ending polewards 50 equivalent
latitude (after both three and five months integration time)
or choosing different boundary values (30, 40), or latitude
instead of equivalent latitude, causes no significant change
of our conclusions. Also using kinematic back trajectories
[e.g., Schoeberl et al., 2003; Ploeger et al., 2010] yields
qualitatively the same results.
[15] According to the definitions in the previous para-
graph, the mean TTL mixing ratio c for a particular species
can be written as
c ¼ ftct þ fncn þ fscs; ð1Þ
with cn, cs and ct the mean mixing ratios for the NH
in-mixed, the SH in-mixed and the tropical ensembles,
respectively. The f ’s denote the corresponding trajectory
fractions, with ft + fn + fs = 1. Consequently, the seasonality
of tropical mean mixing ratios results from the superposition
of the seasonality of the strengths of the different transport
pathways ( f ’s) and the respective concentrations (c’s).
[16] Strictly, the ozone mixing ratio of in-mixed back tra-
jectories is not exactly equal to the extratropical initialization
value but is affected also by photochemical production along
the trajectory. However, the relative contribution of photo-
chemical production to the ozone mixing ratio of an in-mixed
trajectory is rather small (e.g., photochemical production
changes the mean ozone value of August 2005 NH in-mixed
trajectories (555 ppbv) by only about 2% to 568 ppbv).
3. Effect of In-Mixing on O3, CO and H2O
[17] Figure 1a shows the climatological (2004–2005) sea-
sonality of tropical mean water vapor at 400 K observed by
HALOE (Halogen Occultation Experiment) [Russell et al.,
1993] as a gray solid line (one standard deviation range as
gray shading) and the back trajectory reconstruction (black
solid). The 2004–2005 HALOE climatology is constructed
analogously to the climatology of Grooß and Russell [2005].
The agreement of the absolute values and the annual cycle
amplitudes between both observation and reconstruction is
good, but the reconstructed maximum appears about one
month too early, consistent with too fast tropical diabatic
upwelling in the ERA-Interim data (see section 4). The red
solid/dashed lines show the mean mixing ratios of the NH
in-mixed and SH in-mixed trajectory ensembles respectively
(cn and cs in the notation of equation (1)), the red dotted
line shows the mixing ratio of the tropical ensemble (ct).
Obviously, the mean TTL mixing ratio (black solid) almost
equals the tropical ensemble mixing ratio without in-mixing
effects included (red dotted). Therefore, the seasonality of
water vapor in the TTL can be understood simply from
tropical processes with a negligible effect of in-mixing from
midlatitudes.
[18] MLS observations show an annual cycle in the upper
TTL also for carbon monoxide (Figure 1b), but in this
case with minimum mixing ratios during NH summer/early
autumn. The back trajectory calculation reconstructs the
Figure 1. Seasonality of tropical (20S–20N equivalent
latitude) (a) H2O, (b) CO and (c) O3 at 400 K, as 2004–2005
climatology. The gray solid line shows HALOE (MLS for
CO) observations (gray shading denoting one standard devi-
ation range), the gray dashed line SHADOZ (only for ozone).
The thick black solid line shows mean mixing ratios recon-
structed from all back trajectories, the red dotted line
only from tropical, the red solid/dashed only from NH/SH
in-mixed back trajectories. The black dashed line (for ozone
only) shows the mean mixing ratio for trajectories remaining
in the deep tropics (10S–10N) throughout the integration
period. All lines are harmonic fits to the monthly values,
using annual and semi-annual harmonics.
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tropical CO seasonality well, with a slightly stronger semi-
annual component compared to the observations, causing a
second local minimum during February and March. This
second minimum is, again, likely related to excessive
upwelling in ERA-Interim. MLS observations in the lower
TTL around 150 hPa show a semi-annual rather than an
annual cycle [Randel et al., 2007, Figure 8], albeit this
structure should not be overemphasized, as the MLS CO
retrieval has a relatively low vertical resolution. The stronger
the upwelling the more clearly the semi-annual signal is
detected higher up. For slower upwelling the semi-annual
signal is destroyed by chemical loss and in-mixing.
[19] The CO seasonality in the upper TTL is similar to the
seasonality of purely tropical transport (red dotted), recon-
structed only from the tropical trajectory ensemble. But the
agreement is not as close as in the case of water vapor. The
NH in-mixed and SH in-mixed air, on the other hand, shows
much lower mixing ratios (red solid and dashed). Obviously,
the (weak) effect of in-mixing is to lower the tropical mixing
ratios, in particular during NH summer when the difference
between the pure tropical (red dotted) and the mean TTL
mixing ratios (black solid) is largest.
[20] In the case of ozone (Figure 1c), HALOE and
SHADOZ (Southern Hemisphere Additional Ozone sonde
network) [Thompson et al., 2007] observations (gray solid
and dashed) as well as the reconstruction all show the annual
cycle discussed in Randel et al. [2007] and Konopka et al.
[2009], with maximum during NH summer and minimum
during winter. For SHADOZ, we use the tropical mean cli-
matology of Randel et al. [2007], based on a subset of seven
stations and the period 1998–2006. There is a large vari-
ability of tropical mixing ratios around the mean, illustrated
by the wide HALOE standard deviation range (gray shad-
ing). Moreover, the sensitivity of reconstructed ozone to
transport uncertainties in the TTL is rather large, as discussed
by Ploeger et al. [2011]. Under these conditions, the agree-
ment between the conceptual back trajectory approach and
the observations in Figure 1c is encouraging.
[21] The ozone mixing ratio reconstructed from only
tropical transport (red dotted), does not show an annual cycle.
If we confine tropical transport closer to the equator and
consider only trajectories not leaving the 10S–10N equiv-
alent latitude range, the reconstruction even reveals a weak
semi-annual cycle (black dashed). The two maxima around
the equinoxes are due to the strongest solar insulation in the
tropics during these seasons causing strongest photolytical
ozone production, as discussed by Konopka et al. [2009].
Hence, tropical processes do not explain the annual cycle of
upper TTL ozone mixing ratios and in-mixing effects have
to be included in the calculation to deduce a realistic ozone
seasonality.
[22] Mean mixing ratios for the in-mixed trajectory
ensembles are shown in the top panel of Figure 1c. These
midlatitude ozone values are five to ten times larger than the
tropical mixing ratio. Ozone mixing ratios on the NH show
an annual cycle with maximum during February–April when
extratropical downwelling on the NH is strongest, and on the
SH an annual cycle with maximum during September–
November. Therefore, neither tropical transport nor the sea-
sonal cycle of the in-mixed ozone directly reflect the ozone
annual cycle in the TTL with its summer maximum.
[23] To understand how the ozone annual cycle in the TTL
results from the superposition of tropical and in-mixed
ozone mixing ratios, we analyze the strength of horizontal
in-mixing, diagnosed from the fraction of in-mixed back
trajectories in Figure 2a. In-mixing from the NH and from the
SH both clearly show inversely phased annual cycles, with
maximum in-mixing during NH summer from the NH (black
solid) and during NH winter from the SH (black dashed). The
regions hatched with gray solid/dashed lines show the NH/
SH in-mixed fractions for back trajectories started between
10S–10N. Evidently, the strong in-mixing during NH
summer penetrates deeply into the tropics. Due to the stron-
ger seasonality of in-mixing from the NH than from the SH,
the superposition of both in-mixing terms approximately
yields an annual cycle for total in-mixing from the extra-
tropics, with maximum during NH summer (gray shading).
[24] During NH summer, about 20% of the air in the TTL
originates polewards 50 equivalent latitude. The midlatitude
air fraction of about 6% (around 400 K) of the study of Volk
et al. [1996] punctually validates our ECMWF-based results.
Figure 2. (a) Seasonality (2004–2005 climatology) of
horizontal transport into the TTL (in-mixing), diagnosed as
fractions of back trajectories (started at 400 K, 20S–20N
equivalent latitude) traveling polewards 50 equivalent lati-
tude for at least 5 days (gray shaded). The fractions trans-
ported from the NH/SH are shown as black solid/dashed
lines. The regions hatched with gray solid/dashed lines show
the NH/SH fractions for those back trajectories started in
the deep tropics between 10S–10N equivalent latitude.
Black diamonds show the estimate of Volk et al. [1996] for
comparison. (b) Seasonality of ozone similar to Figure 1c,
but for the tropical/NH/SH contributions (red dotted/solid/
dashed) to the mean TTL mixing ratio (black solid). All lines
are harmonic fits (annual and semi-annual) to the monthly
values.
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The 6% value (black diamonds) was estimated from tracer
in-situ observations during April and October and is in good
agreement with the April/October in-mixing fractions of
Figure 2a. However, the strong seasonality of in-mixing, with
the largest values during NH summer, is not included in the
analysis of Volk et al. [1996]. We emphasize again that
although the diagnosed fraction of in-mixed air depends on
the choice of the (equivalent) latitudinal boundary value
between tropics and extratropics (e.g., the in-mixed fraction
for August varies between 30, 22, 17% for 40, 50, 60
boundaries), the distinct seasonality of in-mixing and its
impact on trace gases turns out to be largely independent of
this particular choice.
[25] The seasonality of mean ozone mixing ratios in the
TTL results from the superposition of the purely tropical and
the in-mixed concentrations (see Figure 1), weighted with the
time-dependent transport fractions of Figure 2a. Figure 2b
shows the contributions of the three different pathways to
mean TTL ozone (black line), in the notation of equation (1)
the terms ftct, fncn and fscs. The tropical contribution (red
dotted) shows a weak semi-annual variation, the SH in-mixed
contribution a weak annual cycle with maximum during NH
winter and the NH contribution a strong annual cycle with
maximum during NH summer. Hence, the summer maxi-
mum of TTL ozone can be clearly attributed to in-mixing
of ozone-rich air from the NH midlatitudes, with about
55% of TTL ozone (about 130 ppbv) of extratropical origin.
Although, neither purely tropical nor in-mixed ozone values
exhibit the correct seasonality, the strong peak in the intensity
of in-mixing in NH summer causes the summer maximum
in mean TTL mixing ratios.
[26] Note that the maximum fraction of in-mixed air during
NH summer is only about 20% (Figure 2a). Therefore, the
impact of in-mixing on the mean TTL mixing ratio largely
depends on the horizontal gradient of the considered species.
A simple back of the envelope calculation illustrates this
point. From Figure 1 we deduce a mean TTL ozone mixing
ratio for July of about 230 ppbv and a mean NH in-mixed
mixing ratio of about 650 ppbv. Hence, 20% of in-mixed air
causes a contribution of about 130ppbv (about 55%) to mean
TTL ozone. For CO on the contrary, the mean TTL and NH
in-mixed values for August are about 50 ppbv and 30 ppbv,
and in-mixing contributes only about 10% to the mean TTL
value.
[27] For the same reason, a classical tracer of stratospheric
transport that is well conserved in the lower stratosphere,
N2O, cannot constrain lateral in-mixing. Typical N2O
mixing ratios in the tropical upper troposphere are about
320 ppbv, in the NH lower stratosphere about 310 ppbv
[Homan et al., 2010]. Hence, in-mixing of 20% extratropical
air would change the tropical mixing ratio by less than one
percent, a value hardly detectable by currently available
observations.
[28] Figure 3a presents the vertical dependence of the
fraction of in-mixed air diagnosed from the in-mixed back
trajectories. During NH summer, the TTL composition shows
a non-vanishing fraction of air from the NH extratropics
above about 370 K, increasing with height throughout the
TTL. The contribution of extratropical ozone to the mean
TTL ozone mixing ratio in Figure 3b mirrors the in-mixed air
contours. While the NH extratropical contribution to ozone at
about 370 K is only about 5% in NH summer, it increases
strongly with height to about 50% above 400 K. Remarkably,
the contribution of in-mixed ozone to the TTL mixing ratio
(Figure 3b) is about twice as large as the fraction of in-mixed
trajectories (Figure 3a).
[29] To investigate the cause of horizontal in-mixing into
the tropics, Figure 4 shows the probability distribution for the
locations of in-mixing from the NH/SH (top/bottom part of
each panel) of back trajectories in the meridional plane across
50 equivalent latitude, during NH summer (Figure 4a) and
winter (Figure 4b). The black contours show the mean sum-
mer (jja) and winter (djf) equatorwards directed meridional
winds, for 2004–2005, averaged between 20 and 50 equiv-
alent latitude. During NH summer (Figure 4a), main in-mixing
occurs from the NH between about 80 and 200 and around
300 longitude, between about 370 and 420 K, at locations,
where the anticyclonic flow of the Asian and the North
American (‘Mexican’) monsoons is directed toward the
equator (compare the meridional wind contours). Similarly,
during NH winter (Figure 4b), maximum in-mixing occurs
from the SH around 220 and 320 longitude, in the outflow
regions of the Australian and the South American (‘Bolivian
high’) monsoons. Daily maps of trajectory positions (not
shown) demonstrate that in-mixed trajectories indeed follow
the anticyclonic monsoon flow from high latitudes and enter
the TTL on the eastern side of the anticyclone. Thus, the
monsoons, in particular the Asian monsoon, turn out to be the
main driving factors for in-mixing from the extratropics into
the TTL. Note, that a strong impact of the Asian monsoon on
Figure 3. (a) Fractions of in-mixed back trajectories
(started between 20S–20N equivalent latitude), in-mixed
from the NH polewards 50 equivalent latitude (solid con-
tours) and from the SH polewards 50 (dashed) in per cent.
(b) In-mixing contributions from the NH (solid) and SH
(dashed) to the mean TTL ozone mixing ratio in per cent.
All lines are harmonic fits (annual and semi-annual) to the
monthly values.
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in-mixing was already proposed by Dunkerton [1995], Chen
[1995] and Konopka et al. [2010].
4. Sensitivity Analysis for In-Mixing
and Upwelling
[30] Uncertainties in transport in the TTL and lower
stratosphere may affect our results based on trajectory calcu-
lations. To test whether our conclusions regarding in-mixing
of extratropical air are robust, we formulate a complemen-
tary 1D model of the chemical composition of the TTL in
section 4.1. The 1Dmodel will be driven by the mean tropical
vertical velocity and in-mixing rates and will be used to
analyze the sensitivity of our conclusions with respect to the
strength of in-mixing and upwelling.
[31] First, we deduce the range of the tropical vertical
upwelling velocity in the upper TTL consistent with atmo-
spheric observations by performing a radiative heating rate
calculation (for clear-sky conditions), using the Edwards-
Slingo radiation code [Edwards and Slingo, 1996; Walters
et al., 2011]. The main factors determining tropical heating
rates are temperature, water vapor and ozone. We estimate
the range of tropical temperatures, entering the radiative
calculation, from GPS radio occultation data from CHAMP
(CHAllenging Minisatellite Payload), which is described by
Schmidt et al. [2004, 2010]. Therefore, we use observed
monthly mean climatological (2001–2008) tropical average
temperatures (10S–10N) plus and minus one standard
deviation. The range of tropical ozone and water vapor is
estimated from HALOE climatological (1991–2002) obser-
vations [Grooß and Russell, 2005]. Three different profiles
result for each of the three species, the climatological mean
and the mean plus and minus one standard deviation. For
each month, a heating rate profile is calculated for each of the
27 possible combinations. We assume that the ensemble
of these profiles covers the range of variability of possible
states of the tropical atmosphere, relevant for tropical
heating rates.
[32] Figure 5a shows the radiatively calculated seasonality
of the tropical diabatic vertical velocity _qat about 85 hPa, and
Figure 4. (a) PDFs of locations of horizontal transport (in-mixing) across 50 equivalent latitude into the
tropics for back trajectories, started between 370 K and 450 K on 15 August 2005. (b) Same as Figure 4a,
but for starting date 15 February 2005. The black lines are 2004–2005 climatological summer (jja) and
winter (djf ) meridional wind contours, averaged between 20 and 50 equivalent latitude (NH: 2,
4 m/s; SH: 2, 4 m/s).
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the input data for the calculation. The gray line in Figure 5a
(top) shows the CHAMP observed mean temperature, with
the error bars representing the range of plus and minus one
standard deviation. The gray and black lines in Figure 5a
(bottom) display the mean and variability of HALOE ozone
and water vapor. The black open circles (Figure 5a, top)
show the 27 different _q values, the range of vertical velocity,
for each month. The black solid line shows the mean, which
is interpreted as the most likely value, and which is in good
agreement with other heating rate estimates [e.g., Randel
et al., 2007; Fueglistaler et al., 2009b].
[33] The seasonal cycle of tropical vertical velocities with
maximum upwelling during NH winter and minimum
upwelling during NH summer, in phase opposition with the
temperature cycle, is clearly evident. ERA-Interim diabatic
vertical velocity for clear-sky conditions (dashed line in
Figure 5a, top) shows substantially greater values by 0.4–
0.6 K/d (for a discussion of heating rate differences, see
Fueglistaler et al. [2009b]. ERA-Interim overestimates both
the annual mean and the annual amplitude values, such that a
simple correction factor of 0.6 for the ERA-Interim _q (black
crosses) yields good agreement with our radiative calcula-
tion, not only at 85 hPa but in the whole layer between 150–
70 hPa (not shown). This overestimation of the tropical
upwelling velocity is in good agreement with Dee et al.
[2011], where it was noted that the water vapor upward
transport throughout the TTL and lower stratosphere in ERA-
Interim is almost twice as fast as indicated by observations.
[34] The annual cycle is defined here as the first harmonic
approximation, i.e., by two parameters, the annual mean
and the annual amplitude. Consequently, the variability of _q
values from the radiative calculation translates into the vari-
ability of these parameters. Thus, the radiative calculation
restricts the range of the annual mean tropical upwelling at
85 hPa to 0.61 ≤ _q
 
≤ 0.83 K/d and the range of the ampli-
tude of the annual cycle in upwelling to 0.08 ≤ _qa ≤ 0.27 K/d
Figure 5. (a) Seasonality (top) of tropical (diabatic) vertical velocity _q at 85 hPa from a radiative heating
rate calculation (denoted ‘Rad’) and for temperatures from CHAMP (light gray y axis), and (bottom) for
H2O and O3 from HALOE. ERA-Interim clear-sky radiative heating rate velocity as black dashed line
(‘Era’), and multiplied by 0.6 (crosses). The black circles show the vertical velocity variability estimated
from the temperature, O3 and H2O variability in the CHAMP/HALOE data. (b) Tropical (diabatic) vertical
velocity _q in K/day as 2004–2005 climatology from ERA-Interim multiplied by 0.6 (gray shading) and in-
mixing rates from NH (white solid lines) and SH (white dashed) extratropics in day1 (see text for details;
contour scaling 0.001, 0.002, 0.004 d1). Velocities and in-mixing rates are fitted with annual harmonics.
Black lines show 1D back trajectories started at 460 K.
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(in the following, square brackets denote the annual mean,
the subscript ‘a’ the annual amplitude). These values translate















, and for the ERA-Interim
annual upwelling amplitude 0:3 ⋅ _q
ERA
a ≤ _qa ≤ 1 ⋅ _q
ERA
a .
4.1. Tropical 1D Model
[35] To study the robustness of the results from the previ-
ous section 3 and to further analyze the in-mixing into the
tropics, we use a simple 1D model for the time- and potential
temperature-dependent tracer mixing ratio c(t, q) in the TTL
∂tcþ _q ∂qc ¼ P  Lc an c cnð Þ  as c csð Þ: ð2Þ
Here, P is the chemical production rate and L the chemical
loss rate. The last two terms on the right-hand side of
equation (2) represent horizontal in-mixing into the tropics
from the NH (n) and the SH (s) as a linear relaxation to mean
midlatitude values cn and cs [cf. Volk et al., 1996]. The
functions P, L, an and as may depend on potential tempera-
ture and time, the ci depend only on potential temperature
(defining the ci to depend also on time causes no significant
change of our results). The 1D model is similar to the model
of Volk et al. [1996], with the main difference that we assume
the entrainment (or in-mixing) rates an and as to be time-
dependent. This assumption is necessary due to our finding
of the strong seasonality in the fraction of in-mixed extra-
tropical air in section 3.
[36] To solve equation (2) for the mixing ratio c we con-
sider the 1D motion of air parcels rising in the tropics, termed
1D tropical trajectories in the following. Along these trajec-
tories ∂t þ _q ∂q ¼ ddt ¼ _q ddq and equation (2) can be written
dc
dq




with g ¼ Lþanþas_q . Here and in the following, a summation
over the index i ∈ {n, s} is understood to simplify the nota-
tion, such that aici = a
ncn + a
scs. The first term on the right-
hand side causes destruction of tracer mixing ratio due to
chemical loss and dilution from in-mixing of extratropical
air. The second term is a production term, including pro-
duction due to both photochemistry and in-mixing. The
mixing ratio c is then calculated by integrating the various
source terms on the right-hand side of equation (3) along the
tropical trajectories.
[37] It is important to note that both forcings due to
chemical production and in-mixing on the right-hand side of
equation (3) appear with the same denominator _q. As a con-
sequence, slower upwelling causes stronger production of
mixing ratio due to longer ascent times for both photo-
chemical production and for in-mixing of extratropical air,
such that the ratio of chemically produced and in-mixed
tracer amount remains constant. In other words, for each thin
q-layer the amount of in-mixed relative to the amount of







is independent of the upwelling velocity _q. As this relation
holds for each thin q-layer, it holds throughout the tropics. An
analytic solution of equation (3) for c can also be written
down, given by equation (A1) in Appendix A, and confirms
this finding.
[38] Note, that we have neglected vertical diffusion in
equation (2). There is no indication for a distinct seasonality
in the vertical diffusivity of the tropical atmosphere, neither
from observations [Legras et al., 2003, 2005] nor from ver-
tical dispersion of the 3D back trajectories (not shown),
which could serve as another forcing of mixing ratio sea-
sonality. A potential effect of a constant diffusivity on the
mean TTL mixing ratio and its annual anomaly is a limitation
to our analysis and could serve to reconcile slight incon-
sistencies between our 1D model results and observations, as
discussed below. Our results concerning the relative contri-
bution of in-mixing to the TTLmixing ratio, however, are not
affected by the neglect of diffusion.
[39] The lower boundary for the model is taken at 360 K
potential temperature, and mixing ratios below as well as the
mean midlatitude values ci are prescribed from a SHADOZ/
MLS climatology for O3/CO. Ozone chemistry is repre-
sented as production, with the production rate P the tropical
average (10S–10N) of the data used in section 3 [cf.
Konopka et al., 2009, Figure 2], and CO chemistry is rep-
resented as loss with L = (4 month)1 [e.g., Randel et al.,
2007].
[40] The mean tropical vertical velocity _q for the model is
taken from the ERA-Interim total diabatic velocity by aver-
aging between 10S–10N latitude. Motivated by the results
of our radiative calculation, the ‘most likely’ (reference)
velocity is taken to be the ERA-Interim _q multiplied by a
factor 0.6 and is shown in Figure 5b. Hence, tropical mean
upwelling in the TTL varies between 0.3 K/d during NH
summer and 0.8 K/d during NH winter.
[41] We deduce the rates for in-mixing from the NH and
SH from the fractions fi of the in-mixed 3D back trajectories
in section 3 (compare Figure 3a), which are interpreted as
the fractions of midlatitude air in the tropics at each q-level.
As a tropical parcel ascents, more and more midlatitude air is
in-mixed into the parcel and the midlatitude air fraction
increases steadily. Hence, the fraction of midlatitude air at
a particular q-level can be calculated by integrating the
in-mixing rates along the ascending trajectory. Inverting this
relation yields an equation to deduce the in-mixing rates from
the midlatitude air fractions,
ai ¼ ∂t þ _q∂q
 
fi: ð5Þ
The NH and SH in-mixing rates an and as are shown as white
solid and dashed contours in Figure 5b. Maximum in-mixing
from the NH occurs during NH summer between 380–420 K
and from the SH during NH winter, with NH in-mixing sig-
nificantly stronger than SH in-mixing. Strictly speaking, the
in-mixing rates calculated via equation (5) depend on the
meteorological data, in particular on the vertical velocity,
used for the 3D back trajectory calculation. However, the
tropical upwelling velocity _q and the horizontal in-mixing
rates ai are caused by very different atmospheric processes,
the Brewer-Dobson circulation (for _q ) and the monsoon
circulations (for ai). Therefore, we assume _q and ai to be
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independent of each other in leading order. Following
this line of argument, the vertical velocity dependence in
equation (5) is not solely due to the explicit _q but also due to
an implicit dependence of the midlatitude air fractions fi
(slower upwelling causes in-mixing of midlatitude air into
ascending tropical air parcels over longer times and hence
larger fi’s), which are likely to cancel leaving the a
i inde-
pendent of _q . Here, we simply assume independence of
upwelling and in-mixing rates and vary both independently
in our sensitivity study (this could be a limitation to our
analysis).
[42] Moreover, the annual mean total in-mixing rate (sum
of NH and SH in-mixing, a = an + as) for the 370–420 K
layer yields an in-mixing timescale of 12.7 months, very
similar to the entrainment timescale reported by Volk et al.
[1996] of about 13.5 months which was derived from
in-situ observations assuming time-independent in-mixing.
Therefore, we define the reference, or ‘most likely’, atmo-
spheric state for our 1D model as given by ERA-Interim
upwelling multiplied by 0.6 and the back trajectory based
ERA-Interim in-mixing rates, as illustrated in Figure 5b.
[43] For use in the 1D model, the mean tropical vertical
velocity and the in-mixing rates are fitted with annual
harmonics
_q ¼ _q þ _qa cos wtð Þ; ð6Þ
ai ¼ ai  ∓ aia cos wtð Þ; ð7Þ
at each q-level, with the minus/plus sign for NH/SH
in-mixing, respectively (Figure 5b shows the fitted data). The
idealized phases in equation (6) are a minor restriction and
using the correct ERA-Interim phases causes no significant
change of our results. In the following, the annual mean and
the annual amplitude of both upwelling and in-mixing rates
will be varied independently to study the response of the
tropical mixing ratio. To restrict the number of free param-
eters in the sensitivity study, we assume a fixed ratio between
the NH and SH in-mixing rates. The amplitude and mean of
the vertical velocity will be varied throughout the range of











, 0:3 ⋅ _q
ERA
a ≤ _qa ≤ 1 ⋅
_q
ERA
a ). As there are very few observation based estimates of
annual mean in-mixing rates (e.g., the (13.5 month)1 value
of Volk et al. [1996]) and none for the annual amplitude, we
allow a rather wide range for both, with 0 ≤ 〈ai〉 ≤ 2 ⋅ 〈aERAi 〉
and 0 ≤ aai ≤ 2 ⋅ aa ERAi .
[44] As a first consistency check, we calculate the annual
mean tropical O3 and CO profiles for different annual mean
upwelling velocities (Figure 6). For O3, the slower the
upwelling the steeper the profile due to longer transit times
for ozone production and in-mixing. For CO, slower
upwelling causes stronger chemical loss and lower values in
the upper TTL. For both O3 and CO the best fit of observed
profiles (gray line, SHADOZ/MLS observations for O3/CO)
results for ERA-Interim upwelling multiplied by 0.6, corre-
sponding to a mean upwelling velocity in the upper TTL
of about 0.7 K/d.
[45] The mean profile reconstruction provides a further,
independent justification for the about 40% too strong
upwelling in the TTL for ERA-Interim, in addition to the
radiative calculation above. The excessive tropical upwelling
of the ERA-Interim model is consistent with the results of
Fueglistaler et al. [2009b], showing a cooling impact of
ERA-Interim assimilation increments in the TTL. The slight
discrepancy between the calculated profiles and the obser-
vations is likely due to neglecting any vertical diffusive terms
in equation (2). Diffusion would act to mix air of different
levels above and below and therefore, because of the curva-
ture of the O3 and CO profiles, would shift both the O3 and
the CO profiles to higher values at each level.
4.2. Annual Amplitude Forcing
[46] Figure 7 shows the sensitivity of the ozone relative
annual anomalyDc/c = (c 〈c〉)/〈c〉 at 400 K with respect
to varying the upwelling annual amplitude _qa , the annual
mean upwelling _q
 
, the in-mixing annual amplitude aa
i and
Figure 6. Sensitivity to mean tropical upwelling of annual mean tropical (10S–10N latitude) (left) O3
and (right) CO profiles from the tropical 1Dmodel. Numbers denote multiplication factors for ERA-Interim
mean upwelling (spacing 0.2, see text). The gray lines show SHADOZ (for O3) and MLS (CO) observed
profiles.
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the annual mean in-mixing rate 〈aa
i 〉. The black solid lines
depict the ozone seasonality for the reference state (ERA-
Interim _q multiplied by 0.6 and ERA-Interim in-mixing
rates), in good agreement with the SHADOZ observed sea-
sonality (gray).
[47] First, increasing the upwelling annual amplitude _qa in
Figure 7a up to the maximum amplitude case ( _qa ¼ 1⋅ _qERAa ,
black dash-dotted) causes an increase in the ozone relative
annual amplitude, due to longer ascent times allowing more
time for photochemical ozone production during NH summer
compared to winter. Decreasing the upwelling amplitude to
the minimum amplitude case ( _qa ¼ 0:3⋅ _qERAa , black dashed),
on the other hand, causes a decrease in the ozone amplitude.
Second, an increase in the annual mean upwelling velocity
_q
 
in Figure 7b up to the maximum value (dash-dotted)
yields a decrease of the ozone relative amplitude, as the rel-
ative difference between summer and winter ascent times
decreases.
[48] Third, increasing the in-mixing annual amplitude also
increases the ozone annual amplitude (Figure 7c), because
the difference between summer and winter in the amount
of in-mixed ozone increases. An increase in the annual mean
in-mixing rate also weakly increases the ozone annual
amplitude.
[49] Evidently, for ozone the sensitivities with respect to
the annual amplitudes in upwelling and in-mixing are much
greater than with respect to the annual mean upwelling and
mean in-mixing rate, and comparable in magnitude. It is
worth noting that the annual mean upwelling and in-mixing
rates are not representing independent forcings for mixing
ratio seasonality. Their effects are non-vanishing only if
the annual amplitudes of upwelling or in-mixing rates are
non-vanishing.
[50] Consideration of the analytic solution for the annual
ozone amplitude equation (A6) in Appendix A shows that
the contribution due to the in-mixing amplitude aa
i is pro-
portional to the annual mean meridional tracer gradient
Figure 7. Sensitivity of the relative annual anomaly of tropical (10S–10N latitude) ozone DO3/O3
at 400 K to (a) the seasonality in the upwelling annual amplitude, (b) mean tropical upwelling, (c) the
in-mixing annual amplitude, and (d) the mean in-mixing rate, from the 1D tropical model. The black solid
line shows the reference case, the dashed/dash-dotted lines the minimum/maximum cases (vice versa
for Figure 7b) consistent with the heating rate calculation of Figure 5 (see text). SHADOZ observations
are shown as a thick gray line for comparison. Ozone mixing ratios are plotted as the first harmonic
approximation.
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(〈c〉  ci) and with respect to the upwelling amplitude _qa
proportional to the mean vertical gradient ∂q〈c〉. Ozone plays
a rather important role as a tracer for in-mixing into the tro-
pics due to the large meridional ozone gradient, with the
extratropical ozone mixing ratio about five to ten times larger
than the tropical value.
[51] For comparison, the annual cycle amplitude of CO in
the tropics (and even more for water vapor) is almost inde-
pendent of in-mixing of extratropical air (see Figure 8c),
as the meridional mixing ratio gradient is too weak. The CO
amplitude is forced mainly by the annual amplitude in trop-
ical upwelling, with slower upwelling during NH summer
causing longer ascent times for chemical loss and lower CO
mixing ratios (Figure 8a). The sensitivity of CO to the
transport timescale was recently discussed by Hoor et al.
[2010] in a different context.
[52] The altitude dependence of the ozone relative annual
anomaly Dc/c from SHADOZ observations is presented in
Figure 9a, and from the 1D model (reference simulation) in
Figure 9b. Evident is the annual cycle in the upper TTL
above about 380 K with the anomaly maximum of 15–20%
during NH summer and autumn. Above the TTL, the annual
cycle amplitude decreases. The modeled ozone even shows
a transition from an annual to a semi-annual variation above
about 450 K, with two maxima around May and November.
[53] Figure 9c shows the relative annual anomaly for
the in-mixed ozone contribution only, Dcin-mixed/c (with
Dcin-mixed = cin-mixed  〈cin-mixed〉), deduced from the dif-
ference between the 1D model calculation with and without
in-mixing. The annual cycle in the upper TTL can be clearly
attributed to in-mixed ozone, which dominates the sea-
sonal variations up to about 430 K. The semi-annual varia-
tion above (compare Figure 9b) is not evident in the in-mixed
ozone and therefore results from photolytical ozone produc-
tion in the tropics.
[54] The tilt of the percentage contours indicates an upward
propagation of the summer maximum for the in-mixed ozone
contribution (Figure 9c). The fact that there is no distinct
tape-recorder signal in mean ozone mixing ratios throughout
the tropics (Figures 9a and 9b) is due to the strong increase in
photochemical ozone production with height, such that the
photochemically produced contribution starts dominating the
in-mixed contribution above about 430 K. This explanation
for the absence of an ozone tape-recorder is, however, dif-
ferent to the discussion of Schoeberl et al. [2008]. Schoeberl
et al. [2008] conclude that for ozone the seasonal variations
in the tropics are forced by the seasonally varying mean
flow acting on the strong background ozone gradient, a
mechanism which cannot induce a tape recorder behavior.
Following our explanation, seasonally varying in-mixing of
Figure 8. Same as Figure 7 but for CO, and for MLS observations.
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ozone-rich extratropical air into the tropics and subsequent
tropical ascent would cause an ozone tape-recorder. The
tropical tracer balance equation (2) allows for this in-mixing
related tape-recorder, as we discuss in Appendix A below
equation (A7). However, in the case of ozone the fast photo-
chemistry effaces the signal already directly above the TTL.
4.3. In-Mixing Contribution for O3
[55] In the following, we study the robustness of the
in-mixed ozone contribution with respect to the upwelling
strength, hence to the quality of the ECMWF vertical
velocity (deduced from the diabatic heating budget).
[56] For the reference simulation, in-mixed ozone con-
tributes about 40% to the maximum of the TTL ozone mixing
ratio during NH summer (calculated as cin-mixed/c). The
impact of in-mixed midlatitude air on the seasonality of mean
TTL ozone becomes even more clear by subtracting the
annual mean ozone background value. Doing so, we calcu-
late the contribution of the annual amplitude of in-mixed
ozone to the TTL ozone annual amplitude as ca
in-mixed/ca.
This contribution even amounts to about 90%. Both values
from the 1D model are in good agreement with the 3D back
trajectory results of about 50% and 90% above (Figure 2).
[57] Figure 10a shows the contribution of in-mixing to
the mean TTL ozone mixing ratio at the summer maxi-
mum (calculated as cin-mixed/c) for different choices of the
upwelling annual mean and annual amplitude (x- and y axis
values are given in terms of the ERA-Interim velocity).
Throughout the range of ‘realistic’ velocities, consistent with
the radiative calculation shown above (dark gray shaded
region), the contribution of in-mixing is larger than about
37%. Remarkable is the rather weak dependence of the
in-mixing contribution to varying the vertical upwelling
velocity, with the in-mixing contribution changing only
from 37–46% throughout the ‘realistic’ velocity range. This
Figure 9. (a) Relative annual anomaly for tropical ozone
from the SHADOZ observations. (b) Same as Figure 9a but
for ozone from the 1D model reference simulation. (c) Same
as Figure 9a but for the in-mixed ozone contribution only
(calculated from the difference between 1D model runs with
and without in-mixing).
Figure 10. (a) Relative contribution of in-mixing to the
ozone summer maximum (calculated from the difference
between 1D model reference runs with and without
in-mixing) for various choices of upwelling mean (x axis)
and upwelling amplitude (y axis). (b) Same as Figure 10a
but for the contribution of in-mixing to the ozone annual
amplitude. The gray shading shows the range of upwelling
mean and amplitude compatible with the radiative calcula-
tion of Figure 5.
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robustness of the in-mixed contribution is a consequence of
equation (4), namely that the amount of in-mixed relative to
the amount of photochemically produced tracer mixing ratio
is independent of the vertical velocity. Therefore, the relative
contribution of in-mixing to mean TTL ozone turns out to be
almost independent of the ascent velocity. The slight devia-
tion from this independency in Figure 10a is related to the
lower model boundary being at 360 K and the nonvanishing
lower boundary ozone value, which is advected upwards
with a different _q-dependence (compare equation (A1)).
[58] The in-mixed contribution is, however, dependent on
the magnitude of the in-mixing rate. An about 20% weaker/
stronger in-mixing rate (realized by scaling the ERA-Interim
reference value) results in about 5% less/more in-mixed
ozone (not shown). As noted above, our reference total
in-mixing rate a = an + as almost equals the estimate of Volk
et al. [1996] in the annual mean. The in-mixing rate of Volk
et al. [1996], in turn, was deduced from observations dur-
ing spring and autumn, both seasons of minimum in-mixing
into the tropics (compare Figure 2a and Figure 5b). There-
fore, we consider the (13.5 month)1 value of Volk et al.
[1996] reduced by 20% as a lower bound for the in-mixing
rate and the associated 30% of in-mixed ozone as a lower
limit for in-mixed ozone. In summary, both the 1Dmodel and
the 3D back trajectory study show evidence for an in-mixing
contribution to the ozone summer maximum value of at least
30%, and most likely of about 40–50%, independent of the
vertical upwelling velocity.
[59] Because the in-mixed ozone contribution is, by far,
largest during NH summer, the contribution of in-mixing to
the TTL annual amplitude, calculated as ca
in-mixed/ca, is even
larger. Throughout the range of ‘realistic’ velocities this
contribution is always larger than 70% (Figure 10b), and
larger than about 65% for in-mixing rates reduced by 20%.
Consequently, in-mixing of extratropical ozone is the main
forcing mechanism for the ozone annual anomaly in the
upper TTL, independent of the strength of tropical upwelling.
Remarkably, the contribution of in-mixing to the ozone annual
amplitude in Figure 10b varies mainly in the y-direction
(upwelling amplitude) and is rather independent of the mean
upwelling velocity.
5. Summary and Discussion
[60] Three-dimensional back trajectories and a one-
dimensional model for tropical trace gas mixing ratios are
used to investigate the impact of horizontal in-mixing from
the extratropics into the tropics on the trace gas composition
of the TTL.
[61] We find that the fraction of in-mixed air shows an
approximate annual cycle with maximum values during NH
summer, resulting from the superposition of two inversely
phased annual cycles for in-mixing from the NH and from the
SH. The trajectory motion shows that horizontal in-mixing
is mainly driven by the anticyclonic circulations of the large
monsoon systems in the subtropical upper troposphere and
lower stratosphere. On the one hand, maximum in-mixing
from the SH extratropics occurs during NH winter due to the
Australian, the South American and the African monsoons.
The summer maximum of in-mixing from the NH, on the
other hand, can be attributed to the Asian and the North
American (Mexican) monsoons. Because the Asian monsoon
is the strongest by far, horizontal in-mixing is dominated by
in-mixing from the NH with its maximum during NH sum-
mer. The net fraction of in-mixed air varies between maxi-
mum values around 20% during NH summer and minimum
values around 5–10% during spring and autumn.
[62] In general, the seasonal variation of in-mixing turns
out to be an important forcing factor for the seasonality of
tropical trace gas mixing ratios. However, its impact on the
tropical tracer seasonality depends crucially on the lower
stratospheric meridional gradients of the considered species.
Consequently, the annual cycle of water vapor mixing ratios
above the tropical tropopause is largely unaffected by hori-
zontal transport of extratropical air into the tropics, as the
difference between extratropical and tropical mixing ratios
above the tropopause is small. For the same reason, also for
carbon monoxide the impact of in-mixing on the tropical
seasonality is weak. But for ozone, a species with extremely
large meridional gradients the annual cycle above the tropical
tropopause is largely controlled by in-mixing of ozone-rich
extratropical air during NH summer.
[63] Three-dimensional back trajectories and a simple
one-dimensional tropical model clearly show that, although
the fraction of in-mixed air is not particularly large (around
10% in the annual mean), it contributes most likely 40–50%
to the ozone summer mixing ratio maximum in the upper
TTL (at least about 30% for weak in-mixing). Furthermore,
a radiative calculation as well as simulations of mean trop-
ical ozone and carbon monoxide mixing ratios consistently
show that the upwelling velocity in the TTL deduced from
ERA-Interim diabatic heating rates is about 40% too fast.
However, the amount of in-mixed relative to the amount of
photochemically produced ozone mixing ratio in the TTL is
independent of the vertical ascent velocity, as the effect of
slower upwelling is to increase the ozone mixing ratio due to
both more photochemically produced and more in-mixed
ozone. Hence, almost independently of the strength of trop-
ical upwelling, the ozone annual anomaly in the upper TTL is
mainly caused by transport of ozone rich air from midlati-
tudes into the tropics around the easterly flanks of the Asian
and American monsoon anticyclones, with at least about
65% of the ozone annual amplitude related to in-mixing.
[64] The result of about 50% of TTL ozone during NH
summer contributed by in-mixing is a statement independent
of the vertical coordinate used (here q). If 50% of the ozone
mixing ratio on a certain potential temperature surface is
caused by in-mixing, on the corresponding pressure surface
(or any other coordinate surface) also 50% of ozone is caused
by in-mixing. The ozone annual cycle, on the other hand,
changes when the vertical coordinate is changed and it is not
obvious how large the in-mixing contribution to the annual
amplitude is in pressure coordinates.
[65] Analysis of the Transformed Eulerian Mean (TEM)
balance equation for ozone shows that the annual cycle of
upwelling acting on the ozone annual mean background
gradient provides the main forcing of the ozone annual
amplitude on a given log-pressure level [Randel et al., 2007].
As our Lagrangian approach disentangles the effects of
tropical vertical transport and horizontal in-mixing, which
both affect the mean background gradient, it is not straight-
forward to compare our findings to these TEM balance based
results (see also equation (A5) in Appendix A).
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[66] Recently, Randel et al. [2007] and Fueglistaler et al.
[2011] discussed the role of the annual cycle of tropical
ozone to partly affect the annual cycle of tropical lower
stratospheric temperatures, as a response to radiative effects.
Fueglistaler et al. [2011] showed evidence for dynamically
induced seasonal ozone variations to enhance the annual
temperature cycle. They attributed about 30% of the tem-
perature maximum during NH summer to radiative heating
associated with the ozone summer maximum, in addition to
the extratropical wave forcing via the ‘downward control’
principle [Haynes et al., 1991; Yulaeva et al., 1994]. Con-
sequently, our results, relating the ozone summer maximum
mainly to horizontal in-mixing from the extratropics, link
part of the temperature cycle in the tropics to horizontal
transport, in particular to the subtropical monsoon circula-
tions. There is some debate, however, about the role of
tropical waves for upwelling in the TTL [Fueglistaler et al.,
2009a], which could provide a link between upwelling var-
iations and in-mixing.
[67] Our findings of the impact of in-mixing on seasonal
variations of tropical trace gases (particularly ozone) high-
light the role of horizontal transport between extratropics and
tropics for the global climate system. Furthermore, our
results emphasize the necessity to correctly represent this
horizontal transport, in particular the subtropical monsoon
circulations, in models.
Appendix A: Tropical 1D Model—Analytical
Arguments
[68] The continuity equation for tropical tracer mixing ratio
c for the 1D motion of an air parcel ascending in the tropics
(along a 1D tropical trajectory q(t)) is given by equation (3).
The general solution to this equation, for time- and q-
dependent vertical velocity _q , midlatitude mixing ratios ci
(with i ∈ {n, s}), in-mixing rates ai, loss rate L and produc-
tion rate P, reads




















with g ¼ Lþanþas_q defined in section 4.1, q0 = q(t0) = 360 K
the lower model boundary and c0 = c(q0). Note, that the
solution for trajectories parameterized in time, c(t), can be
easily deduced from equation (A1) by substituting dq ¼ _qdt.
[69] The second term on the right-hand side is the mixing
ratio at the lower boundary (c0) diluted by chemical loss and
in-mixing. The first term denotes production of mixing ratio
along the trajectory, with the in-mixing rates ai entering
the solution as a ‘production’ term similar to photochemical
production P. For ozone, the magnitude of both ‘production’
terms is comparable, P ≈ 1  3 ppbv/d ≈ aici, about one
percentage of the mean upper TTL mixing ratio per day
(using the tropical ozone production rate given by [Konopka
et al., 2009, Figure 2], a mean midlatitude mixing ratio
ci ≈ 300  1000 ppbv and the annual mean in-mixing time-
scale of about 13.5 months, reported by Volk et al. [1996]).
For CO, for comparison, ci ≈ 30 ppbv [e.g., Hoor et al.,
2010] yields an in–mixing contribution of less than 0.1%
per day of the upper TTL value.
[70] To simplify the interpretation of equation (A1), we
consider a thin q-layer between q0 and q, such that L, a
i, ci,
P and _q can be assumed constant. Under this assumption
the exponential factors simplify to e
R
q0
q g dq′ = eg(qq0), the
remaining integral can be evaluated and equation (A1) can
be written
c qð Þ ¼ aici þ P
  1
g _q
1 eg qq0ð Þ
 	
þ c0eg qq0ð Þ; ðA2Þ
which is the solution given by Homeyer et al. [2011,
equation (2)] generalized by including a chemical produc-
tion term, however in a different context. Hence, for any
thin q-layer in the tropics, the amount of in-mixed relative
to the amount of photochemically produced tracer mixing
ratio is aici /P, depends only on the in-mixing and pro-
duction rates and is independent of the upwelling velocity.
[71] An equation for the annual amplitude of c can be
derived following Randel et al. [2007] and Schoeberl et al.
[2008] by linearizing equation (2) around the annual mean
state, using c = 〈c〉 + c′ (and analogously for _q;ai;P; L), and
expanding the perturbations as c′ = ∑ j cjeiwjt. Generally, the
index-set of j includes all possible harmonics (semi-annual,
annual, .). Note, that neglecting the non-linear terms (in the
anomalies) is a problematic step, as these are not obviously
much smaller than some of the other terms. Nevertheless, we
follow the linearization procedure to achieve a better com-
parability to the results of Randel et al. [2007] and Schoeberl
et al. [2008] and to achieve further insight into the nature
of in-mixing, keeping in mind the potential limitation of this
analysis due to the above approximations. The equations for
the annual mean 〈c〉 and the annual amplitude ca, resulting
from linearizing equation (2), read





  iwa þ eah ið Þca
 1
_q
  ana ch i  cnð Þ þ asa ch i  csð Þ þ _qa∂q ch i
 ; ðA4Þ
with eah i ¼ Lh i þ anh i þ ash i and a vanishing annual
amplitude assumed for photochemical production and loss
(a valid approximation for O3 and CO). The terms in the
square brackets on the right-hand side of the amplitude
equation (A4) represent the effects of the annual variation of
in-mixing (aa
i ) and of the annual variation of upwelling ( _qa)
acting on the meridional and vertical background gradients.
Randel et al. [2007] assumed a negligible impact of
in-mixing and balanced the _qa ∂q ch i term with the iwaca
term. Equation (A4) is more general than this balance.
Because equations (A3) and (A4) have the same form as
equation (3), the solution for the mixing ratio annual mean
and annual amplitude can be computed analogously as






Ph iþ aih ici
_q
  !eR q′q0 g′ dq″dq′þ c0h ieR qq0 g′ dq′ ;
ðA5Þ
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with g′ ¼ ~ah i_qh i, eg ¼ iwaþ ~ah i_qh i and ca0 = ca(q0).
[72] Equation (A5) shows that the annual mean profile is
determined by the annual mean photochemical production
and in-mixing rates. Equation (A6), on the other hand, shows
that the annual amplitude at a particular q-level is forced by
the seasonality of upwelling _qa acting on the mean vertical
gradient [cf. Randel et al., 2007] and by the seasonality of
in-mixing aa
i acting on the mean horizontal gradient. Obvi-
ously, the sensitivity of the annual amplitude to upwelling is
controlled by the mean vertical gradient ∂q〈c〉, the sensitivity
to in-mixing by the mean horizontal (meridional) gradient
〈c〉  ci. Hence, the annual amplitude is sensitive to
in-mixing only for species with large meridional gradients. It
should be noted, however, that the Eulerian equation (A6)
not exactly isolates the effect of in-mixing on the annual
amplitude, as it involves the annual mean background profile
in both terms (vertical transport and in-mixing) which is,
in turn, affected by both photochemical production and
in-mixing via equation (A5).
[73] The second term on the right-hand side of
equation (A6) shows the upward propagation of the annual
amplitude signal ca0 from q0 to q. Note, that for ozone the
annual amplitude in the lower TTL is very small (compare
Figure 9a). For species with small vertical and horizontal
gradients (∂q〈c〉 ≈ 0 and (〈c〉  ci) ≈ 0), like water vapor
above the tropopause, this second term in equation (A6) is
dominating and the tropical mixing ratio reads (in the case
of only annual variations and, for simplicity, of constant
upwelling and in-mixing rates)
c t; qð Þ ¼ ca0e
i

watwa_qh i qq0ð Þ

e
 ~ah i_qh i qq0ð Þ: ðA7Þ
This is just the famous ‘tape recorder’ case with the first
exponential representing the upward propagation of the
lower boundary source function ca0 and the second expo-
nential the dilution of the phases due to in-mixing and
chemical loss. Schoeberl et al. [2008] derived an equation
analogous to equation (A7) for water vapor from the sim-
plified balance of the left-hand side of equation (A4) with
the first term on the right-hand side, ∂qca ¼  1_qh i iwaca.
Our discussion generalizes the findings of Schoeberl et al.
[2008] to non-vanishing in-mixing, as the following para-
graph will show.
[74] In-mixing of extratropical air into the tropics may also
cause a tape recorder behavior. For illustration, consider
in-mixing confined to a small q-layer around q*, with
upwelling and in-mixing rates independent of q. Inserting an
in-mixing rate of the form aa
i ⋅ d(q  q∗) into equation (A6)
yields (again, for simplicity, for constant upwelling and
in-mixing rates)
c t; qð Þ ¼ ec0aeiwatwa_qh i qq∗ð Þe ~ah i_qh i qq∗ð Þ; ðA8Þ
with ec0 a ¼ ci  ch ið Þ aia_qh i q¼q∗ , hence similar phase propa-
gation and dilution factors as in equation (A7). Conse-
quently, for suitable species the annual signal in-mixed at q*
potentially propagates upwards. For ozone this is the case,
as we discussed in section 4.2.
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